Introduction
In the French, British and especially the German armies, soldier newspapers, created by and for soldiers at or near the front, were a major source of popular reading material.
1 After a brief analysis of the production and distribution of soldier newspapers, I will explore some of their major themes and what their content tells us about soldier-readers in the First World War. As I will show, a close examination of this source helps fill in the gaps left by a focus on other, more typically studied sources of reading, such as letters from home or popular novels. Soldier newspapers were written by the witnesses of the war, and specifically for a paying audience of fellow witnesses, and thus we can know to a certain degree that these newspapers more accurately represent what soldiers wanted to read than did the material not necessarily written for soldiers in general. Novels were written for mass audiences (largely civilian rather than military) while letters were written to friends or relatives, not primarily to other soldiers. In this chapter, after walking through the nuts and bolts of how these newspapers were created and distributed, and to what degree the censorship of newspapers can provide information about readers, I will attempt to extrapolate, as much as is possible from the available evidence, tentative answers to the following questions: Where and when were the newspapers read? Who read them? Finally, I will argue that the content of these newspapers can tell us a lot about what those readers wanted to read, and that therefore the newspapers can help us understand more fully the soldiers of 1914-1918. Soldier newspapers in a recognisably 'modern' form first appeared near the end of the 18th century, both in the American Revolutionary War, as well as with Napoleon's troops. The Napoleonic Wars also saw the appearance of the first German soldier newspapers.
2 Although soldier newspapers appeared on and off over the next century, and may well have been produced, for instance, in British and French colonies, for the most part the conditions to produce such newspapers -longenduring, non-moving frontlines, with a large and paying, literate audience of interested soldiers -did not arrive on a massive scale until late 1914 and early 1915 in the European theatre of conflict.
The apparatus of soldier newspapers
Initially, small newspapers were produced in a bunker with a mimeograph. Eventually, as their readerships grew, a dedicated space was required. This was usually a commandeered building used to handle editorial duties and house the (typically also commandeered or 'found') printing presses. These publishing establishments were located up to 30 kilometres behind the lines (such as in Lille) while in some Allied cases, the physical printing occurred back in Paris or London. The military postal system provided distribution to paying subscribers, and copies were also sold through military bookstores and at train stations. Although some of the most successful German soldier newspapers (such as the Liller Kriegszeitung) were able to cover their costs through paid advertising, most were purchased directly by their readers. Production, however, was not terribly expensive: the army paid the soldiers' wages and did not charge for the post, and the buildings were commandeered and therefore rent-free. Money was required for paper, oil and colouring only, as the soldiers themselves provided authorial and editorial labour. Subscription costs represent an important distinction between soldier newspapers and mass-printed military propaganda broadsheets, which were produced without the input of front-line soldiers and distributed freely. Soldier newspapers were bought by troops, and thus meant something to the soldier audience.
The British and Dominion armies created 107 distinct titles, few of which had a circulation of more than 5000 copies per issue. At least 200 distinct titles appeared in the French army, and in mid-1916, a cumulative total of between 75,000 and 132,000 copies were appearing each month. While both of these collections are very rich and will be discussed later in this chapter, it is probably safe to say that the majority of French soldiers, and very likely a high percentage of British and Dominion soldiers, never saw a soldier newspaper. The case in the German army, however, was exactly the opposite. On the Western
